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(Introduction: Renée Bellamy speaking in 2021 over spare guitar chords)

Welcome to Independent Dance. This talk is part of our digital library, which houses an extensive collection of material to
read, watch and listen to, drawn from ID’s programme over the past decades. This talk is part of the Crossing Borders
series, which ran between 2008 and 2019 and featured dance artists in conversation with people from other fields, including
philosophers, scientists, geographers, and architects. The entire library is free to access at independentdance.co.uk/library.

(2010 audio file begins)

Gill Clarke 00:42
It's a great pleasure to have João Fiadero with us for a week teaching a workshop. And I felt a little bit embarrassed that
yesterday because I didn't do a proper introduction at the beginning of the workshop, and I thought how odd that I didn't do
that and then a second later, João said, so we're not going to do introductions, because we don't want to fix ourselves
somehow, before we begin. So I feel on day two I have  permission to welcome you. So João is going to talk, he's invited
David Hales, a computer scientist who's with us for the week to partake in the talk. And questions are welcome.

João Fiadiero
Yes, immediately, if you want, we can start by the questions, this would be a good way to start.

João Fiadiero
Thank you very much. I'm really delighted to be here. The workshop is in the very the second day of the workshop. So we
are still in the process. I hope most of the information has already that we are already very dependents. But we are still, I
think the whole group is still kind of wondering what the hell is going on. Because it's really proposing something quite
different, but it's at least for me is different from my previous experience. So you should be also different for for most of the
persons who are will have the same kind of background that I have, which is you know, dance and classical dance modern
dance for the main events, youth dance, contact improvisation. So I did it all. And I did it in a very high, let's say high level in
the sense of high intensity. So I did a lot for 20 years. And then after a while I started to started to question like it, like one
should do after 40. You should go okay, what have I been doing? What am I doing? What does this mean? And my dilemma
was exactly connected. Now I know. So I can talk about what's connected with this tension between the two systems, the
two solutions, I had to deal with decision making, or group dynamics or organisation in cognitive, social cognitive
environment, which is an improvisation. One of the solutions was was the the bottom up? No, the top down the top down
was the first one was like, Okay, who is the boss and I follow the boss order. And you'll know what this means. And the other
one was the bottom up, which is okay, I'm free, I can do whatever I want. I have no boss, now. I do. I let my inner self, my
authentic being whatever this means to finally come out. But it was two solutions did not something was wrong with this
picture. None of them. Intuitively, I was really not trusting. Of course. The top down was clear, it was easy to fight. It's easy to
find the top down because like, we know that it doesn't work. We have the 20 century experience to understand that this is
not the best solution. But the bottom up was harder to fight against because my whole generation my whole community was
like fighting for this freedom, this way of being which had no leader. No, no, no script, everything was authentic and fast. And
I could not handle that. So I back off a little bit. Let's say 10 years ago, I back off a little bit and I started to systematise my
intuition try to understand what was behind my intuition, give names to things. Then I started to build up a community
collaborators I start to confront them with my ideas and see if we would go somewhere and slowly system emerge a method
emerge which is what I will try to share with You today. And the reason why David, David is here, we met on September,



Lisbon in a congress of complex systems sciences. I was a key speaker there. So I was invited to speak to scientists now
asked me why. And I was. And so when I was an I also, I was asked to give a small workshop for scientists, mathematicians,
computer science, physicians, you know, different people, different disciplines, which complex systems are, it's it's a
transdisciplinarity territory, where different people from different places geologists economics, you know, they can gather and
I give this workshop that was there and he was very kind of, I can say interest. Yes. And so, he was first impressed by me
and then I was impressed by him, because then we stopped talking and then he fed me with a lot of information very useful
information that contextualise my work in abroad and in their brother spectrum.

Gill Clarke
Thank you

João Fiadiero
Putting my work in connection directly connection with the relationship in social cognition in general. So, not just apply to
dance or not just apply to bar but apply to human behaviour applied to systems society apply to insects is system. So social
behaviour in insects, ply to many things, and then these were painted, stick merging. And then one day Dave was like,
totally exactly this. He told me dwelling what you do is social cognitive stigmergy. I go Wow, great, wonderful.

David Hales
I like the sound of it. He liked the song.

João Fiadiero
He liked the song. And I was like, completely great. But what do you mean? It's like, it took me one week to memorise the
word. One week, I could not memorise because I have no references. So it's very new. I was giving you a workshop here.
What made no April, July, and these words was not yet in my vocabulary. So you see, yeah. So I took it immediately. Since
then, I have done I have taught maybe three workshops already. And I use it all the time, as if I'm doing this for years and
years and years. This is just the way I am. So stigmology largely it's, it's a combination between stigma. Plus, ergon.

João Fiadiero
Yeah, this records, it's not a. Stigma, mark, you know, my mark, is it ergon, work. So it has to do with leaving marks through
your work. And so the communication between insects in this case between birds, birds, birds, also, yes, but mainly ants,
this is the main territory of research, when stigmergy comes into play, is this idea that it ant leaves a mark while they are
working to leave a mark which is pheromone. And the next ant comes across this pheromone interprets the pheromone
based on the intensity of the pheromone, which evaporates a lot depending on how, when it was placed, because if it was
placed too long ago, it's gone. So it's very weak, if it was placed very recently is very strong. And also if more than one ant,
and many ants pass to the same path, you leaves, you know, a trace of pheromone, which becomes really strong. And this
is how the the other ants the next ants know that this is the right path to go in the foot. And that's how then since they built
up this amazing, you know, architecture structures. And so I was very fascinated with this idea, because then I finally had a
scientific, you know, reference to relate to because I like very much this idea, or I think is very productive, to be inspired by
nature and to be inspired by how systems behave in nature in order to give a frame to my work, because I think what I'm
trying to do is exactly that. What I'm trying to do is to go back to basics in my own cognitive relationship, cognitive. So yeah,
my own cognitive approach to the social to develop a social relationship to develop relationships, let's have to be part of a
system to be part of the community. And my idea is tocome back to basics to come back to the very simple rules before
language before the apparatus of language before the apparatus of anything that makes us be and make us do what we do
everyday. But somehow, the fact is that what we do every day is taking us to places that are not the best. If you think about
the crisis, for instance, if you think about the way we are consuming like crazy, if you think about the way we are not
collaborating, actually the way we are not building up societies or communities anymore, because we are using the wrong
references. And now in order to get the communities and the wrong references, if you can call them wrong, because they
were probably necessary. When they were invented, or imagined, are, in my perspective, this those these two extremes,
which are connected with the one the leader, the top bottom solution, you get the radical, you know, the, the idea that
someone will lead the way that someone knows, and we follow this person, etc. On the other hand, you have this free will
based approach where people just do whatever they want, when they want, and how they want. And if we look at systems in
nature, social systems like the ants, planets, you know, the relationship between planets and how they relate neurons, the
neurons communicate in the feedback format, etc. So if you go to very nanoscale to, to macro scale, we see that what
actually happens isn't either one or the other. So there's no mastermind, you don't have someone telling you what to do. On
the other hand, you do have laws, you do have rules, you do have gravity, you have many other laws from physics and
chemistry. All these are the principles that are that we are running from. So we don't. So we have to find a way how so this is
the question, how do we find a way to build up a system of communication and a system of of creating community and



creating not, which is in between, which created in between us? Stay on this is somehow the proposition I have a real time
composition that I want to share with you.

David Hales
I could say something, funnily enough, this is where there's a direct link between the sort of research that I've been working
on for like the last 10 years. And, and what João just said, I'd be quite brief, just to show that this is quite a very, it's not a
metaphorical link directly. It currently in software engineering, in developing systems, there's a recognition that all useful
systems now are distributed there over the internet generally. And so actually central control, which is the way that software
current software programming methodologies have been developed generally, where one programme one group of
programmes control a sequence centrally, is not viable anymore. So one approach to this was to essentially fully
decentralised everything. And so you give each software agent or each component, its own goals, and you then have the
problem of how they can coordinate their different goals to achieve collectively good outcomes, which are for the good of the
whole software system. Currently, this it's an area of research to come up with general generally applicable methods that sit
in this gap. And self organising methods that come from biology, like stigmergy from ants are used, in fact, in certain kinds of
software systems, such as routine of inflammation through networks, literally using bio biological inspiration. So my my
interests my is how to use certain kinds of social inspiration because it's obvious people do do it. I wouldn't be so
pessimistic. People do produce these productive in between structures. But we don't really as well certainly software
engineers don't know how it's done. So this is this the things that you're doing in a way potentially often very interesting ways
of using in designing the system. So

João Fiadiero 14:51
Yeah, this idea that people do that already. This is also what is behind my research and my work is that I I'm trying to
activate in the, in people's awareness of their own cognition skills, I'm trying to activate what already exists, I'm really not
trying to impose a system that is artificially fabricated, or all that I has the author of this is like trying to sell it or trying to
know, it's really based on open source, somehow open source system in the sense that everything I'm doing, it's a, it's a
result of a contribution of, you know, hundreds of people that more or less are sharing this work with me through workshops,
through collaborations etc. But it's also this idea that I'm doing as much as I can, in order to stick to the simplicity of the
system, to, to not to forget that whatever the system is, is already in me, and I just have to kind of clean the access and let
the system emerge by itself. So in a way, I'm applying the method in constructing the method. So which deals a lot with this
idea of cleaning the excess, and also deals a lot with allowing the situation to get sold by itself. So it's putting myself not in a
position of often of the one who controls the system, but put myself in a position of the one who, who is listening to the
system, and trying to understand the patterns in a way. And then guiding or stopping or, you know, like, like it happens also,
when you you try to control the path of a river or something, you just put stones here or you put your block there, you open
there and the path goes, but you are not making it, I mean, you're just listening to what the thing has to say, which connects
also to martial arts, if you want to think about this idea of using the force of the other. So it has it has very much, very much
its core energy comes from this idea that we are insignificant actually, and we don't really need to, the only thing we need to
do is to let things happen. And if we let things happen, they will happen, actually, in a much more creative and complex and
interesting way and beneficial for the community, this is what is important. And then we come to the prisoner's dilemma that
they would like to talk a little bit because it's connected somehow to this. But this idea that if we both win, the community
wins, you know, if I win, the community is a win. And in the short term, I will also lose, because there's no point to win by
myself, you know, have all this money to spend alone, or have all this power to run the kingdom, nobody's there. So this idea
that the community, this idea that if the community wins, I win is in the philosophy of this work, which is connected with which
needs in order for this to happen, this is my thesis, this is my theory, in order for this to happen in order for you to, to change
the form you behave with decision because in the end, it's about decision, or the little choices or actions you make, even the
small ones that will then interfere with with the community. So in the end, it comes it comes down to this idea of allowing,
shifting the centre of your focus from yourself. So from the idea of subject of the idea of me, and shift the centre of my focus
to the event, to the situation, to what happens. So the thing that really matters in my my work, and I think the the tool, the
strategy to achieve to these better community, social systems is exactly if you let go, or if you abandon the idea that you are
the centre of the world, and that everything must pass through your own judgement, your own desire impression, but you
allow the event to be the thing that represents you, that represents the community, because the event is the result of let's
say, individual collaboration and micro collaborations from different agents. This is something that we it's very hard for us to
do. Because we were built in a society that tells us that we are important and we have a centre. And this is very important for
the economy, of course, because we buy things in order to, you know, to remain important and to do better things and to feel
happy, and etc, us individually. So how do we change this and one of one of the inspirations I have is exactly in all these all
these territories that I have been connecting, both in theology but also in anthropology in different fields. But one of them,
which is connected with stigmergy has exactly to do for instance, with, with the, with the way birds communicate, and the
way birds construct a sense of community, and construct and survive together by applying very simple rules individually.



Yeah. So for instance, if we look at at this, which you all have seen, one day on another is 14 birds. If you look at this, it's
very hard to to accept that no one is in charge. Because you see these complex forms, you see how perfect somehow this
has been generated? And now they go to the right, and then they go to the left, and they all go. And the big question is, how
does this happens? How does How is it possible that this happens without a script or without a leader, a leader? Yeah. And
what is fascinating is that throughout research, this was Craig Reynolds, the first scientist to come up with this kind of
system and solution, which has been used by many after since is that he because he understood that they were creating
these complex forms and systems and relationships based on three very simple rules, separation, so that you would
maintain a certain distance from each other alignment, they would always align with each other, and cohesion, they will not,
they would go to a central point around a small group of birds. And then, of course, they built they built computer simulations
simulations, in order to try to understand if this was happening, or not, if this if this was the case or not. So this happens
also, of course, with fish birds. Yeah, so here we have an example of a simulation. Yeah, so what's interesting here is that
each one of these agents, which he called boids, which is a mixture between birds and Androids, so each one of these
agents, they only follow these three rules. And then what they have, what exists is the fourth element, which is
unpredictable, in this case is predator. But in the environment, it's the topology topography is the, the wind, it's everything
you can imagine, which then generate these forms, okay? If they if they would be in a completely, let's say, clean
environment, if there would not be the predator in these, in these example, here, they will just go around, because there's
nothing, nothing to do. So these forms, they are generated by this. So this was a, an immense space of hope to say, of
inspiration. Not that I stopped not that I stopped working, I didn't start working based on I didn't start working based on these.
On these data, I first started working on my own logics and with my own intuition, and then slowly I needed more input, of
course, to support my theory, because you can imagine I had a lot of fights and I had a lot of resistance. I still do. But last but
I had a lot of resistance from from dancers and people that thought that I'm trying to constrain their actions by giving them
very slow, very small, sensible rules. Because they said Well, what about my freewill? What about my identity? What about
myself? And exactly when they go, what about my my my? I go ahh, you see the my, my, my? This is not about you. This is
not about me. This is about the inbetweeners. Okay. Yeah. So, so this is this is also why I have this this kind of system,
which is working almost frame by frame. I slow down if you think about a movement, which has looks natural in cinema is
what 24 frames now 25 In video is simplified, knowing 24 frame base depends where I am. But okay, you need a lot of
frames to generate, you know, a movement, what I do is that I cut down on these frames, I work in frame by frame basis
itself. In a way, the beginning is very hard, because we have to stop almost every after every frame got stopped. So, what do
you think? What do I think? Okay, go. And we go straight, by frame, because any deviation happens in this very little details.
And if you don't master them for don't think about them, if you think that they are insignificant, we will not really understand
where is the problem, where's the place that thinks that everything shifts to the left, everything shifts to the right. So I work in
frame by frame. And not only I work with frame by frame, but I, I propose that I propose that there is a moment in the
relationship with a situation that we we all don't know what's going on.

João Fiadiero
So especially when we are confronting a new event, but also when we are confronting an event that we think that we know.
So I will I will even go as fast as far as saying that we should not take for granted everything we think we understand. But
let's let's say a new event which is accepted by all a new event happens. And and your immediate response as a person or
as an improviser is to try to solve the problem immediately. So your body does it for yourself, you generate images, you
generate solutions, even if you don't understand your body takes you to this place where you try to understand what's going
on. What I propose is that you hold you, you kind of artificially, you force your body not to react, I'm not asking don't have the
impulse to react. So don't don't generate the image. No, you cannot do that. So the image comes to you but you don't
actually take a step you hold on and why you hold on, because you need time not to understand what the image is, but to
understand what the image has. What is in the image? Because we cannot yet understand what the image is because we
need more interconnections, we need more time even even more time to assemble the images. But we can see what what is
in the image. And for that we need time. And for that we need we needed the temptation to react, because once we react is
to light because you inscribe your action in the world. So this simple rule, which is to inhibit the impulse to inhibit the
reaction, it's already very hard, but this is one of the things we do. A second proposition I give is that after inhibiting you, you
you read the situation read meaning, you say what the thing has. So pen read circular cylinder, you say whatever you can
say about the thing and words in it, you just kind of be as simple as possible. But on the other hand, you have to say
something you cannot avoid not saying so you just but you don't you should not even say 10 I mean Penny should say
because it comes either you want or not, but all the others you should force yourself to see what is in the situation. And then
this will be a second world so to see what the thing has and then you should create possibilities of relationship. And of
course, if it's red, the possibility of relationship is to connect with the red and not connect to the cylinder form. If you cylinder
if you choose cylinder heads the centre, then is the cylinder that should be the second action. If it is the words then it should
be the word and so on. But this is all mental. This is all this is happening in the pre action. Yeah. And then you should be
needed again the connotation to go because just because you have a solution, that great creative solution, and you should



wait for the right timing, because then it's about timing. And timing has a lot even before timing, you should actually ask
yourself if the situation needs You. So sometimes this is the way this version might not need you. So you should back off,
even if you have great ideas you should take off. But if if the situation does need you, timing is very important. And then only
when the time the right time comes. And these are kind of reveal the secrets. What is the right time? I cannot remember, I'm
sorry. But when the time comes, you should of course, go. This takes you see this takes a while. So the question is, do we
have this time? Because we cannot, you know, if I ask you, what's your name, you cannot, you cannot say hold on, and wait
like half an hour and then go, Oh, my name is we cannot you have, you have in a way to work inside of the convention, that
it's implicit in this relationship. But there is we have much more time, we have much more time than than what we imagined
this is my point is that if if I asked you what is your name, you can hold the temptation to say my name is and you still have
the time to do everything I have suggested. So inhibit the impulse, read the situation, see possibilities, enable the temptation
and ask if the thing needs you, and then wait for the right time and then go you have this time suppression of training that we
have this time?

João Fiadiero 31:29
And what would be the limit of this time? The limit would be the moment I would consider the fact that you don't answer has
resistance? Or has I would have another question in my mind, which would be why are you not answering? So between the
moment I make the question, What is your name? And the moment you don't, I feel that you are resisting, or you are not
responding. This is the what I call the real time. This is clear, I'm going to fast. I'm going very fast. So it's clear. Okay, good.
So, this is the inner let's say this is the those are the inner rules of this world. But the collective rules is that once an event
happens, and we all share the this event, once the event happens, the first thing we should all know is that we have no idea
what this is. And we will only know and this is again my thesis my proposition after the third action meaning that you have an
event it's there you have a second action which suggests a certain direction in the relationship, because we have an interval
now. So between the first and the second and then we have the third action which creates a second interval and now we
have two points. So we can kind of anticipate what the direction might be, but only after the first action never before So, the
first action is actually nothing is just something in the nothing and then the second action is actually suggesting a possibility
of direction and the third one confirms this possibility okay if the whole group reads this and this is the temptation I mean not
the temptation This is the aim of this work is that because we work simply we work without without each action should be as
basic as possible. I don't know how to put it in I was like how can I have what can I have a situation here I put that put
someone does the first event and then another person comes and does this okay, suggests suggest that direction it's not
clear yet and then and then another person comes and these these action is very important now, because the other person
either runs out of weapons. So you cannot you cannot do what would be just the thing, but it can come with a different
solution. By doing these, the two first actions become the first and this becomes the second because they they become a
unity of transaction and this becomes second so now we need the third action, which could be this could be I'm not saying
this is the right way to say that this could be because it completely feeds okay. Yeah. So this is a risky business of course,
we are going to the for now this is this Since the third, actually, this is the second and a half. Because the third is this one,
which finishes the whole, the whole unity of the scene. Now, the good thing about this work is that once you are in these
masks, and then once you are in this place you cannot give up. The temptation will be oh, this will fall not continue. I don't
want to lose, I don't want to lose, I don't want to fail. Right? There's no failure here. So there's only you have to do everything
in your power to achieve your line of thought. I didn't thought that I would make it happen. Okay, it's done. Yeah, he's done
not because I wanted this is the thing is down because I respected

João Fiadiero
a line of thought, which was a frame by frame which was not conducted, conducted by will, not conducted by a pre
established script. But conducted by the respect I have on these basic rules I share with you, the first ones are more internal
ones, like inhibiting the temptation to react with the situation, create possibilities, wait for the right timing, this is individual,
the collective is we only have a direction only, or when three images or three actions are established, and then we can all
has a collective understand where this is going. Okay, so an action here should be another singing pop. Okay. This is what
information this is what the situation is asking. Regarding the math, of course, regarding this way of thinking, it's asking for
that I call that provision of future. So the provision of future of these action is going through the ceiling. But we know it's
impossible. So another rule that exists in his work is that you should do everything in your power to continue the line of
thoughts. So not to drop the tension not to abandon it just because you are more not to abandon just because you are afraid
to fail, etc. Or even worse, afraid of being afraid to fail, which is tautology is a different pathology. So but of course, you are
allowed to change. If three conditions happen, one, it has to do with the evidence of collapse. The other one has to do with
running out of material, like I don't have more ads or more flags, or more pens, let's say you run out of material. And the
other one has to do, it's a more subjective one is harder to grasp, but it has to do with the looping when it loops. So, when
you have repetition without difference, and in these work conditions that you have to repeat, you can repeat and you should
repeat actually, this is the whole point with the difference like you see, there is a difference between already the first and the



second pens. Not because I made the difference, but because the environment, generate the difference. Okay, so for
instance, this would be a moment for the next person to come, maybe not to follow, because the collapse is imminent. Yeah.
This, this will be completely valid in his work. On the other hand, I will prefer the person to try it. And if he fails the facts or
just to say this is a this is my my work I leave now. And this is actually a very hard decision to do. People don't know how to
let go. Yeah, they know this is monkeys in South America. You make a hole, you put peanuts inside. And then the monkey
puts the hand grabs the peanuts and cannot take the hand and he doesn't go it's a very illogical Bill way of capturing which
should be perverse and it is what it is they don't ago, because they cannot they got what they need, and they can either go
to the government in the centre, they need to let go to protect and we somehow behave not so differently, we attach to
things that we get, we become we become attach to thoughts to emotions, to ideas to people to houses. You This is halfway
to consider the things houses thoughts are my property. You can attach let me say this is mine, you know In your mind, then
you you develop this idea of auto. Yeah. And then that's it. So this could be a solution to suspend the action and maybe find
another another another line of thought that might emerge out of the out of this

João Fiadiero
Gill, you have my phone number? You have? You have my phone number? Can you call me? I will not answer so it will not
be so expensive.

David Hales
It's a long film, it's a long film

João Fiadiero
it's a long format.  Yeah. Did you say Did you see that coming? Okay. So, this is this is a solution, this is a solution, if you can
see that, that you reach the saturation point the point that you cannot go further. And if you go you will make the whole
building go up down like this, but out of inefficiency in efficiency, so out of something that didn't go wrong, you go no, I will
not go. So what do you do? Then what I propose is that you go back again, you go into these metacognition again, level,
you think about the thinking, and you go, okay, I cannot continue these, what can I do? When you go to cans, one phone,
two pens, one phone interesting. If I call my phone, it will vibrate. And the vibration will make you think for? Let's see if it
happens or not? Then I may I say something like these, Gill, do you have my phone number? And he's like, Where does this
comes from? Right? It looks like completely out of space. But then you have to trust this is what stigmergy somehow means
you have to trust that information that the previous person is giving you is valid. It's not, it's not trying to rip you off trying to
gain and I think we can reach in a minute to the prisoner's dilemma, because this is what happens between two persons,
you know, the first and the second person? Or the third and the second person is what does he mean about this? Do you
have my phone number? Because he has no connection with what I expect to happen? There's no frames of course, she
holds on of course, she suspicions on the other hand, she knows already that sometimes I make questions and I'm playing
with with things, but in this case, I was not I was really this is. So finally she said yes, I have your phone number she calls
and then she takes a while we drink some water with and finally the thing falls into falls out of this indirect communication
pure indirect communication. Now out of these we can do what we consider to be the best option which can be for instance
to keep working with the idea of calling this number and for that, for instance, we can take out the parents and pick up the
phone. So the phone will have a life in general. But I made my point, I think my point was that I only i I only know what is
happening when I get there. I cannot know through by anticipation and if I think I can control the future if I think I can control
what happens next, then I will fall into one of the two systems either the top or the bottom up or top down here. And I this
this is not helping the community to survive, okay. Or not just to survive, but to create outcome how to create to generate
solutions for a better life let's say to the community or life which is is more efficient for the community to continue to go for to
move forward.

João Fiadiero 44:49
So maybe just before we go to these, these explanation, I will just translate what I have been saying into a graphic format.
So we can think about these very fast I will not explain too much because I have done already the explanation, but I will do
the graph. So what I propose is that you have a first section which is apart in the space, you will know what it is, there is the
construction of a frame around this box, which is the thing that emerges immediately like I don't know the thing that is
inscribed in your, in the way you perceive the world, and the way you call records of his world. And then what I propose is
that you hold on, you don't activate these immediately, when you create, you create an idea of multiple, multiple planes. So
not just the first time, but you also have this plane, this plane, this plane, this plane, or this plane. So actually, by holding on,
you are able to generate, let's say this case, six different solutions by not reacting immediately by not asking why don't lose
time to ask why did she do this? Or why did he do that, just accept the thing that happens and deal with the situation and
create genuine possibilities. So So then, after a while, one of the decisions is taken. So for instance, when I was in this
dilemma, facing the impossibility of continuing, I generate my cue, my internal cue, which is this letter coming with Q, I



generate my cue intercept, phone, phone, phone Gill who at once I asked her, Gill you'd have a phone number, I choose one
of these candidates. Let's say that there's this one, this one. And I create what I call blind thought, equity the line of thought,
which immediately generates what I call the provision of future, immediately. So when I asked her, Gill, do you have my
phone number? I have in mind this, I'm not sure if this will happen. I'm not sure if I activate my phone or not. So I was not
completely sure if the phone was on or off. So but but when it happens, the provisional future happens. So my proposition is
that coming back to the example my proposition very back a little bit before, it's very good, the first panel, second hand
telephone, third, fourth time, and building up design of thought thoughts. And then there is here there is a moment ago, I
cannot continue. Yeah, like the oh uh oh moment, you we all know this moment right? Uh oh.  And these uh oh moments, I
graphically represent like this via a signal that comes from the future to remove the signal that comes from the chooser
telling you if you continue this, this will collapse. Okay. So when the signal comes, I activate immediately. And you could.
And because I have divided into two, I see possibilities, six things. And one of them is of course, to continue news. More like
a suicidal approach to the work, which is to take another path and to move on to try to construct a second one. Yeah.

João Fiadiero
Another possibility is would have been probably about something because when we talk about the line of fault, actually, we
shouldn't be talking about a tube of thought. Because there's no lack of thought, I mean, everything we do, even if we are
completely focusing there are multiple things happening simultaneously, which we are not necessarily focus on, but they are
there versus in the situation. Dave's here put David completely into the spot without yet have done what we imagined that
this would have happened that we have the image that I talked to put the video but I didn't apply yet. We have all these
pieces of information there in the periphery of this action hold that waiting to be activated yet they are in the state of
readiness. So one of the solutions here can be this shifting of the centre to the periphery. Yeah. So you have You have this
and you shift the centre to the periphery? Yeah, you should be separate. And you create a line of thought, which kind of
shifts a little bit, but doesn't destroy the principle, it doesn't change the plane of thought. So, for instance, if the for the
second stage will be not the telephone, but the piece of paper, if I will put a piece of paper, then I will not be risking, at least
so much the collapse of the whole building. So, this will be a shift of central meaning that I will shift from telephone to piece
of paper, but I'm still preserving the same plane of thought. Not one final thought. And the solution is, of course, is I said, Of
course, it's because I'm completely dedicated to this. But, so, you move from this plane on this point to plane. This is what I
did when I asked you to call me I move completely planes. Okay, so, just to match this, this shift of planes is this. So you
shift from one plane to the other. So this means that the only connection to planes is this fault. For these vectors, and in here
connection between the two planes.

João Fiadiero
Okay, but everything comes down to this idea. If we want to work together, everything comes down to the relationship that
two individuals have. When I asked Gill, can you call me or? or so everything is built in this in how she reads my my
pheromone? Because I do do you have my phone number? This is pheromone? Yeah. Putting pheromones and she goes, I
don't trust this. Or you go. Okay, I have your phone number. Yeah, this is the this in this case metaphor. But I think Dave

David Hales
okay, so I want to say a little bit more about phermomones. Okay, a little bit more about stigmergy.

João Fiadiero
This is the problem is that this

David Hales
It doesn't matter, it's the text I'm after at the moment. Because as a as a computer scientist, you wouldn't expect me to be
able to use a computer. That's just, that's just the way life is right. Stigmergically

João Fiadiero
Oh, you search? Search is a good?

David Hales
That might be a bad option. But if there's no other way of getting into the slides, okay, well, forget it. I just wanted to what I
wanted to show you Oh, okay. All right. What, okay, I wanted to talk a little just put a little bit extra about stigmergy, just
because so my background is originally straight computer science, then then I got into artificial intelligence, then I got into
what's called agent based computing, which is this attempt to break things down into individual agencies instead of central
programmes. And through that I got interested in cooperation, and how groups form in this cooperative way to promote
community benefits, because essentially, almost any, as I said, almost any function, almost all software that you use today



will probably be cooperating with other software. And you'll notice this when your internet connection goes down. So that the
the idea of central control is just increasingly not the way that systems are programmed. Now one way to do that is to have
very clever algorithms in the agents. And in fact, the area that I was in, before I got involved in complex systems science,
was an area that essentially imported ideas from artificial intelligence in order to create very, very clever agents. So the idea
was, it's very complicated to coordinate. So what we need is what humans do it, how do we do it? Well, we must be very,
very clever. We must understand other humans, we must have a theory of mind. We must have a theory of social interaction.
It takes us a long time to be socialised as human beings. So what we need to do is essentially implement that into individual
agents. And then, you know, magically they'll create a kind of society that will be like very similar to human society. One of
the ways that people pursued this goal was to use for example, theories from economics. So they use market based
approaches. The idea was that every agent is essentially, trying to sell it services to all others, it's an individual, and it buy
services from others, there's some limited success in doing that in very sort of defined areas. It's currently used in certain
ways in server farms and things like this. But actually, a lot of the a lot of even very simple coordination tasks can't be solved
by these market mechanisms. So other kinds of mechanisms were used. One of the main problems was that artificial
intelligence simply hadn't developed and still hasn't, in my opinion, developed the enough sophistication in theory to produce
human like cognition. So the idea of producing very intelligent socially intelligent agents that would create an organised
societies of themselves. It wasn't it couldn't be started, then a whole set of new theory started to enter into software, people
doing research and software in this area, which was the the social orientation of agents doesn't come a priori it isn't the
agents should be programmed to be socially. So they have to be placed in social situations, and learn in those situations or
kind of adapt within those situations. And that's where we start to get why I and other people in this area, then get into more
work looking at what biologists have done into complex systems science got into things like stigmergy, because there we
see a way that quite complex or macro, large scale organisations as João showed can emerge from actually quite simple
interactions. But what's complex is the environment and the interaction, the individuals perform simple rules, but the the
interactions that result from those rules become complex.

David Hales
So, so just to give an idea of what what complex systems science is about, it's, it's about all the things that that you I was
interested in, which is, so it's completely appropriate that he was at this Lisbon, European complex system science
conference in September, because all of the a lot of the method, the all the problematic that got generated your you
developing this method is actually been asked by physicists, computer scientists, and indeed, increasingly economists,
because in fact, the economy is increasingly something that displays properties that have structure, but nobody quite
understands controls or the rest of it. Also, ultimately, the idea of nonliving to living states is not a fully understood concept.
So bio physicists are interested in processes of self organisation, which is any process that has this property where you
don't have a top top down planner. And you don't have just individuals doing their own thing and not doing something that's
communally beneficent, that process is also called emergence, as well. And this is a word that's not clearly defined. It's used
in different ways. But the idea is, emergence is a bit like the word intelligence. You can't define it. But you know it when you
see it is the idea and the flocking behaviour of the birds. And I'll show you some ant behaviours a case of you can see that
this has already been gone through why want to do is just as a computer scientist, what we deal in is, if you like the way we
communicate with each other as computer scientists is with algorithms. Okay? What's an algorithm, it's a programme, it's
simply a set of rules that are followed blindly by a machine. So ultimately, in computer science, we do end up coming down
to this is an algorithm that can do something, okay. Now, as I say, in the past, what it used to be is very large, complicated
algorithms that do very clever things individually. And what's now more interesting is how you produce quite small simple
algorithms that in a distributed system can self organise properties. So to give you an idea, and

João Fiadiero
the area that I'm actually Wikipedia would be an example of that, or?

David Hales 59:13
Well, interestingly, something like Wikipedia makes use of social self organisation, although the actual technology is
essentially traditional, traditional, but I'll talk about that real life, if I have time. So just just maybe I'm jumping right out. So I
want to show you an algorithm. Let me show you an algorithm just to show you how simple how simple ant foraging
behaviour is. And it was only recently discovered that such a simple algorithm could do that. Now, João was talking about
efficiency. So we can say if we like we take a position that a colony of ants need to get resources to survive, okay, food
resources or whatever. And, you know, they're in the context, they're in a noisy context. But where they need to work
together essentially in an efficient way to solve the problem of bringing back resources to a central location, which is a nest
is a complicated logistical task a bit like Tesco, who's, who have basically a centralised in reverse, and they have a
centralised warehouse and they want to distribute in an efficient way resources to their shops. They use very sophisticated
algorithms to do this. So but how do ants do this? They seem to be efficient. How do they do it? Well, let's think if you're a



computer programmer, or ant programmer, and I said, Well, you can programme an ant, okay, there's no central control, you
can programme the behaviour. And you might come up with this, you might say, Well, okay, look, if I'm an individual, and
maybe what I'll do is just leave the nest wander around randomly, if I bump into a resource, I'll pick it up, and I'll take it, but
it's the simple, it's like going out to the shops and just saying, I'll just walk around until I find what I won't, then I'll go home.
It's not clever, and it requires every ant to get lucky every time to get to the results, right. But if I modify that algorithm by
adding just these two greyed out bits, and this is what I'm trying to get across, it's still a very simple algorithm, which says
that you run around randomly, but if you detect a pheromone trail, that is as an ant moves, it can leave a chemical behind it,
if it so chooses. So if you subject to a huge tech firm trail and just follow it. But if you're in the process, instead of going back
to the nest where the results, then drop the pheromone trail behind you, then you can obviously intuitively see what's going
to happen. And this is where I now find fuel because I can't use computers, I really can't.

David Hales
So this is a simulation using essentially that rule. There's a slight added bit, I got this off YouTube, but I didn't do this. Just to
say, using a slight extra bit, we can ignore that these blue dots are a pheromone, why didn't say is that pheromones only
lasts so long in the environment then they evaporate. And what's happened here is the red dots are resources, their food
resources, and the answer following essentially, when they start, they wander around randomly. If there's no pheromone for
the Interfolio, it will just wander around randomly, if it hits food, and also it will then go back to the nest and drop. Drop a trail.
And what you find is that obviously trails which to resources become self reinforced. And so you get what looks like a lot of
ants cleverly going to the resources and coming back and following each other and everybody's seen that kind of thing. I
don't know why I can't even press escape.

João Fiadiero
go back to this.

David Hales
Yeah. Well, we've seen birds, and it's the same thing. But what about as you as you're saying, stigmergy in people, does this
happen? Well, yeah, in some obvious sense. Then there's some obvious sense where, you know, opportunity paths are
almost identical to sigmergy, if you usually they're in a very efficient route as well. Usually they put a corner off or something
like that, you just follow them, because you assume that they're, you know, you're not even thinking. So there is some
element where we are like ants, but markets. You see, it's interesting, because, as I said before, some people have tried to
use markets to coordinate because markets are actually a way that the concept of the market is actually a solution to some
of the problems is proposed as a solution to some of the problems that João was talking about. You say there's a set of
individuals, there's a collective interest. And the idea is how do you coordinate those individuals to benefit the collective
interests. So I mean, if you look at the, you know, say Adam Smith's theory of the market, he talks about the invisible hand,
because he doesn't have the language to describe emergence, or some sort of collective stigmergy the idea of a market is
that you don't communicate in any way apart from through a price mechanism, essentially. So if the market is an attempt to
to solve it, and in some contexts, maybe those solve that problem, okay. But however, you know, you could have an
objection to this kind of way of seeing people because you could say, Well, look, people are smarter than ants. They think
about what they're doing. They plan, this could be a problem sometimes, right? But also, it's not always a problem. Okay,
you know, so people do think but it's also clear that people are not ideally imperfectly rational. And a lot of market theory
depends on the idea that people are highly rational in the way that they behave and have quite one of these sophisticated
views of how others would behave. So reality lies somewhere in between. And, you know, here's this is a this is an old
cartoon, people use this a lot. And what it's trying to show is that signals in a market can be noise and can actually
completely influence how a market will works because people respond. This is where they're acting more like ants than
they're acting like rational people. So it does link to the current crisis. And that's why physicists, particularly at Cornell
physicists are highly involved in complex systems science. So there are many, many of the conference. And what are they
interested in? Well, the physicist so they're often interested in quite sophisticated mathematical models. But ultimately what
they're interested in is how you can detect things like random stigmergic noise, what you might call feedback mechanisms
that are positive and negative, which this is showing, which produced actually, if you if very simple models can actually
produce statistical signatures that look very similar to find any financial time series, which implies that people are not
behaving rationally, rationally, most markets, they're actually using a form of imitation, but also there's noise or somebody
manipulating that noise, somebody inserting something not for the collective good but to benefit themselves. So it's very
interesting area and there's a new kind of economics
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